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ABSTRACT

The effects of time and frequency resolut-

ion properties of resynthesised natural

speech on its intelligibility were invest-

gated at the phonological level. An auto-

matic analysis-resynthesis channel vocoder

was used to manipulate the time and frequ-

ency properties of the synthetic speech.

The original natural speech and a high

quality formant vocoder.provided the comp-

arative performance benchmarks. The test

materials were noise-masked monosyllables.

Results showed that vowels made the great-

est demands on frequency resolution, with

both consonants and vowels showing similar

overall demands on time resolution. The

higher information rate channel vocoders

were markedly superior in consonant intell-

igibility to the formant vocoder benchmark.

INTRODUCTION

This investigation was motivated by a

General interest in the performance of

Speech synthesis systems, and in the

parametric coding required to represent the

phonologically related information content

with perceptual adequacy.

Limitations in the intelligibility and per-

ceptual robustness of synthesised speech

have been observed since the time of

Stewart [1]. There has been accumulating

Quantitative evidence of this limitation in

more recent times [2], [3], [4], [5].
Prompting Pisoni et al [4] to comment that

“..it seems more advisable to use a low-
cost synthesizer to provide spoken
confirmation of database entries than as a

voice response system in the cockpit of a
JEt fighter or a helicopter." (p.1675).

OBJECTIVES

The broad objectives of this study were:

1. To try and determine some of the ways in
Which the intelligibility of synthesised

sPeech is constrained by resolution of the
information (in its time and frequency
§omains) of the information contained in
Its resynthesis parameters.
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2. To relate the findings on synthesis
parameter manipulation to the intelligib-
ility of the original natural speech and a
known high quality formant vocoder as
benchmark comparisons.

METHODOLOGY

Speech Processing Systems

A classical channel vocoder was chosen as

the means for manipulating the parametric

information content of the resynthesised

speech signal. This class of vocoder has

time and frequency resolution properties

which are explicit in their structure.

Moreover, they make few apriori assumptions

in their parametric encoding about the nat-

ure of the phonologically related informat-

ion bearing properties of the time-varying

spectrum of speech signals. They do, of

course, make some necessary assumptions in

relation vocal tract excitation sources,

about the nature of its periodicity and

aperiodicity.

The channel vocoder is the earliest electr-

onic speech analysis-resynthesis device. It

was first developed some 50 years agor mot-

ivated by an interest in reducing telephone

transmission bandwidths. This is achieved

(without great coding efficiency) by only

transmitting the relatively slow time-

varying changes in the energy envelopes of

the speech signal spectrum as sampled by a

filter-bank analyser spanning the range of

frequencies of interest in the signal to be

processed. The output of each analysis

filter is detected and processed to produce

the necessary slow time-varying envelope

signal, and this information is then trans-

mitted for resynthesis at the other end of

the transmission path. The resynthesis is

achieved using a corresponding filter-bank

excited by periodic and/or aperiodic func-

tions of uniform spectral energy, or a mix

of both, as appropriate The actual excita-

tion level appropriate to each filter is

set using a multiplier controlled by the

energy envelope signal derived from the

corresponding analysis filter channel.

Excitation function information defining

whether it is periodic or not, and in the

former case the period itself, is derived
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The vocoder was realized as software on a
V 2 11/75:, and cakes no attezp: to rest
any partic.lar criteria of encoding or
cc:p-:a:ional efficiency, give: that it is
only intended as a signal nazipulation
device. Identical filterbanks were used for
analysis and resynthesis.

Despite the venerable age of this speech
processing device, there are several quite
basic questions about its design parazeters
which are not clearly resolved in the lit-
erature. It is not the purpose of this
paper to discuss vocoder design, but it is
worth noting that in developing the vocoder
used in this present investigation, several
different analysis-resynthesis filter types
were tried together with several ferns of
analysis filter energy detection before
settling on the configuration used in this
investigation.

Opinions in the literature [7]. [8], on
requirezents for analysis/synthesis filter
properties vary. Despite soce claims that
it is desirable to use filters with relat—
ively shallow skirt slopes and having well
dahped impulse responses, and that filter
skirt response overlap is relatively unim-

.portant because of the large amount of
correlated energy occurring in adjacent
bands, it was found in this study that such
filters produced speech of unacceptable
quality and intelligibility. By contrast
each of several filters tried with steep
skirt slopes and much more restricted res-
ponse overlap produced far better speech
quality.

The effective frequency resolution of the
system is set by the number of filters, and
may be selected from 6. 12, 24, and 48, to
give uniform bandwidths of approximately
800, 400, 200 and 100 Hz respectively. The
sampling rate of the vocoder is lOKHz, and
hence the frequency range of the filterbank
is 0 - SKHz in all cases.

a question of optizal criteria in

terbank energy detection systems aho

as unresolved in the literature. Forth

ct investigation. the need for inh-

nt :anipulation of the vocoder dna

me e a Hilbert filter a suitaMe
e to :eet the output ripple ud

onse speed criteria. This is ratMr

cific to the uses of the vocoder,br

ing designed to provide an output energy

envelope with a maximally rapid inpuhe

response.
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A separate set of low pass filters wue
used to linit the bandwidth of the mmrw
envelope signals, so sinulating ohangesin
the vocoder data transmission rate. Th“

controls the effective tire resolution M

the information transmitted for resynflr
esis. The cut-off of this filter may beSEt
to give effective parameter update ratesof

16. 20. 4C. and 60mS. It nay also bebY'
passed to give a liniting vocoder tinerer

olution set by the combined effects ofthe
analysis filterbank and energy detecfion

systens.

A1gorithzs for deriving pitch and voidmfi
status excitation data abound: the sdmfi
used here is not claimed to have anY 5P”
cial merit. but was a time-domain tYF
Specifically tailored to the needs of cms
vocoder. The excitation signals for resflr
thesis in the vocoder are derived by dirflt
extraction of smoothed pitch data, and!
voicing detection system which deternigfl
whether the signal is periodic. aperi°d”'
or a mixture of both. The detection Sis?“
contains hysteresis to minimise voicmg
decision jitter.

The fornant vocoder used was a standard
high quality system at the Joint Speflh
Research Unit, using a copy of the masWt
r“Offline Of the benchmark natural SP8ech
materials as input, The resynthesis usesa
four formant systems based on the We
known J.S.R.U. synthesiser, chosen becflfie
°£ its renutation for very high dual”!
Speech output.

The Perceptual properties of the acoust1c
speech Signal were tested in conditiOESf
near nininal linguistic context to minim”?
the confounding effects of toli“‘i°"n pm/
CESSIDQ by listeners. A set of 11 Ib‘.
words and 19 CV nonsense syllables rep“
seating a selection of the common 7°"ds
and consonants of English resPECtivdy
were emPloyed.

Natural Speech versions of the tefimaterials that were used as input to “xvocoder were tested to provide a benCPmfiyfor the vocoder speech intelligibllls
data. The original natural Speech "L
rec°rd5d t0 Professional standards 1“
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echo free sound treated room. The full

range of time resolutions were tested using

a 24 channel vocoder, and the full range of

frequency resolutions were tested using a

10mSec time resolution (data update rate).

The formant vocoded speech was processed
with a 10mSec time resolution.

All the speech types were tested unmasked,

and masked, the latter at signal to noise
ratios of +6, 0 & -6 dB. The masking noise
had a sloping spectrum approximating the
long term spectrum of male speakers of

English, and all the test stimuli were
level normalised using the standard Leq

method. The test stimuli presentations were
all randomised and recorded with a 500Hz
tone preceding each stimulus, and an inter-

stimulus interval of 5 Sec. The stimulus
and test tape generation was done digitally

on the VAX 11/750. Listeners were drawn
from amongst students and staff at
Macquarie University. No listeners exper-
ienced with the task or with speech syn-
thesis were employed, and listeners were
not used for more than a single test sess-

ion. Prior to the test sessions listeners
were given a simple speech discrimination
test to ensure that they could accurately
identify common monosyllabic words down to
a presentation level of 45dB s.p.l. before

being included in the test crew. All the
test materials were presented at +70dB
s.p.l. using TDH49 headphones with standard
cushions and circumaural seals in a sound
treated room. '

Analysis Procedures
The response data was entered into a com-
puter program which produced intelligibil-
lty scores by individual test condition,
and pooled intelligibility scores.

RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows intelligibility by frequency
resolution by masking. The vowels are
overall more resistant to masking than the
consonants, with the formant vocoder vowels
the most resistant of all. Both the 48 and
24 channel vocoders produce highly
intelligible vowels at all but the deepest
masking condition, whilst the poor perform-
ance of the 12 and 6 channel vocoders
demonstrates the importance of frequency
resolution. Note the rising intelligibility
With noise in the 6 channel case.

The synthesised consonants show lower over-
all intelligibility than the vowels,
although the 48 and 24 channel vocoders
show a resistance to masking which is
comparable to or better than natural speech
in conditions of moderate masking. The
formant vocoder is a little poorer than the
12 channel vocoder, except in moderate to

heavy masking. '
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Fig.2 Intelligibilty X Frequency X Masking

Fig. 3 shows intelligibility by time
resolution by masking. The vowels are rel-
atiVely tolerant of reduced time resolution
with no degradation until the 40mS condit-
ion, and a slight rise in intelligibility
with moderate masking. The consonants show
a similar pattern but with more rapid
degradation at 40 and 60mS. The 10mS con-
dition is least resistant to moderate mask-
ing. The formant vocoder has a performance

which is comparable to or slightly better
than a 40ms 24 channel vocoder.

VOWELS CONSONANTS

O -"T'1C£rrl I I r

0 +6 0 -6 U +6 0 -6

dB (S/N) dB (S/N)

Fig.3 Intelligibility X Time X Masking
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Figs. 4 & 5 show intelligibility by frequ-

ency and time resolution respectively, with

pooled masking data. Vocoder vowel intell-

igibility decreases rapidly below 24

channel frequency resolution, and requires

very high frequency resolution to approach

formant vocoder performance. Consonant

performance is far more tolerant of reduced

frequency resolution, and suggests the for-

mant vocoder to have a performance similar

to that of a 12 channel vocoder.

Time resolution effects on performance are

more consistent for both vowels and con-

sonants, with appreciable reductions in

intelligibility occurring at 40mS and above.

ALL VOWELS ALL CONSONANTS

100

Natural.
I

.. .. 32911151}.
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48 24 12 6 FMT 48 24 12 6 FMT

Channels Channels

Fig.4 Pooled Intelligibility X Frequency
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Fig.5 Pooled Intelligibility x Time

CONCLUSIONS

1. Overall intelligibility is more degraded

by reduction in frequency resolution thu

by reduction in time resolution under Um

conditions tested (insofar as the tm

domains can be compared).

2. The comparative intelligibilities M

vowels and consonants are reversed by prw

gressive reduction in frequency resolutiom

but not time resolution. This illustratn

the more stringent demand on freqummy

resolution in vowel parameter coding.

3. Time resolution reduction has a mom

consistent effect overall than freqummy

resolution reduction.

4. The formant vocoder shows a much greater

performance differential between vowelsand

consonants than the channel vocoders. Thu

generally poorer performance of consonant

intelligibility with the formant coda

speech suggests that it has appreciflfly
less adequate parametric coding of consmr

antal information content than the 48 and

24 channel vocoders.
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